Demolition of Wadham College Building, Iffley Road, Oxford

Progress Update 27
29th September 2017

The final part of the site hoarding along Charles St is now completed and the site is fully secure. Please beware lorries will be leaving site via the Charles St entrance; a banksman will be on the gate for your safety.

Removal of the final footings and pile caps has been completed.

The new garden wall running from Charles St to Percy St has now been completed and the reinstatements of the gardens to 1 Percy St and Charles St.

The rendering to 1 Percy St Gable should be completed today (subject to weather) and the new guttering and down pipes fitted early next week followed by removal of the scaffolding.

The reduce dig of the site as commenced so it is ready for the next contractor.

Please beware that removal of materials from the dig will continue again next week with lorries in and out every day.

Richard Foot
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